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TMX Workholding expands operations, redirects towards domestic manufacturing goal 
 
(July, 2015) Through the acquisition of a mid-sized manufacturing facility located in St. Charles, IL, TMX Workholding 

Solutions has effectively positioned themselves as a “total workholding solutions provider”. The acquisition added 

significant square footage to the operation, but more importantly, the company gained valuable human resources, 

manufacturing capacity and expanded engineering capabilities. 

 

This exciting news has been a long time in the making as TMX has seen tremendous growth in recent years, gaining 

valuable market share in the Workholding Technology industry.  Serving a wide variety of markets, TMX Workholding 

Solutions attributes their success to solving difficult manufacturing problems through a collaborative process of 

identifying and targeting constraints in part processes, workholding methods, cutting tool selection and machining 

parameters. 

 

Shawn Luschei, VP Sales for TMX Workholding Solutions explains: “Not only has the acquisition meant increased space 

and room for growth, but also a substantial increase in human resources, expanded engineering capabilities and 

domestic product design and manufacturing.” Furthermore “being an already fully functioning machine shop with all the 

latest CNC equipment, the new facility allows TMX Workholding to control quality, deliveries and provide run-off 

support for their customers.” 

 

This dramatic shift has been a goal of TMX Workholding for quite some time.  With the expanded workforce and 

manufacturing abilities TMX is excited about the added prospect of creating in demand jobs in the manufacturing sector 

as well as being able to provide customers with American made products.  The possibilities are endless for this on the 

rise workholding provider, with their emphasis on in-house manufacturing, infrastructure and personnel increases TMX 

Workholding Solutions is positioning itself to be a leader in their market segment. 

 

 

About TMX Workholding: 

TMX Workholding Solutions is a business unit of Toolmex Industrial Solutions.  Founded in 1973, Toolmex has over forty 

years’ experience in providing engineered industrial equipment, tools and machinery.  Each of Toolmex business units, 

including Toolmex Lathes, Elektrim Motors, TMX Workholding Solutions and TMX Cutting Tools, are recognized industry 

leaders throughout  North American and Latin American markets.  Toolmex global headquarters are located in Natick, 

Massachusetts with regional facilities in Schaumburg and Saint Charles, Illinois. 
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